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of greatimportance for the subsistence
of the prehistoric peoples of the barren
lands. This may be the consequence. both
of their traditional preference for caribou
meat (as Burch has stated) and of the fact
that theywere
not exterminated after
This note concerns the recent paper by Erhunting losses in spite of their low rate of
nest S. Burch, Jr. in Arctic.
reproduction.
Dr. Burch has drawn attention to the sig- (b) the numerical preponderance of caribou,
nificance of muskoxen in the lives of the histhe ease with which they may
be killed
while crossing bodies of water, and their
toric Chipewyan and Caribou Inuit. He has
utility other than as a source of fresh, or
at the same time also observed that archaedried and smoked, meat (e.g., antlers and
ologists do notconsider these animalsto have
bones for tool making;skins for clothbeen of importance to the economies of the
same peoples in prehistoric times. While ading, tents and rope).
mitting the primacy of caribou to both peo- (c) the preference of muskoxen for winterples,he infers that the archaeologicalview
ing in the barren lands in small, isolated
is a biasedone, a consequence of most exherds, atthe sametimeas
the prehiscavations in thebarrenlands
havingbeen
toric humaninhabitants probablysheltered in the forest or at the forest-tundra
carried out at caribou water crossings where
(he says) muskox remains are not
ecotone, from where they pursued the
to be found.
On the latter point, I would simply remark
migrating caribou.
Dr. Burch’s article is valuablein that it
that myexcavationshaverevealed
several
muskox hornsandprobablyhair
in radio- serves to shed new lightonthe importance
inhabitants of
carbon-dated Chipewyan
levels
at water ofmuskoxentothehistoric
crossings, in the midst of hundreds of cari- the barren lands, as its title implies. At the
bou bones. Burch however errs in suggesting same time, however, the primacy of caribou
that archaeologistsworking in thebarren
to the prehistoric peoples is rightly stressed.
lands directtheir attention in themain to I would say in conclusion that, while barrenland archaeologists rightfully regard the cariwater crossings; they in fact spend a major
life to the prehistoric
proportion of their time doing surveys away bou asthe staffof
from the crossings. There theyfind count- indigenes, they do not disregard the muskox;
less caribou racks (uncast or paiTed antlers) they merely seek to accord it a correct relaand bones, but rarely remains of muskoxen. tive importance.
Since some surface finds must be prehistoric,
Bryan C . Gordon
why isthere not more evidenceof muskoxen?
Arctic Archaeologist
The relative absence of muskoxremains
National Museumof Man
may be due to:
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K I A OM8
(a) the animals not in generalhavingbeen
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